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May 7,2008

City Council Through Ed Tech

To:
Rose Bowl Operating Company
SUBJECT:

Brookside Golf Club Operations and Master Plan Update

RECOMMENDATION:

II

This is an information item only.

BACKGROUND:
Current U.S. Golf Business Financial Climate
Many articles have been written over the past few years regarding stagnant golf participation in
the United States. The National Golf Foundation (NGF) has stated that the number of people
playing golf has remained relatively flat over the past five years. Even though the number of
individuals playing golf is stagnant, the number of rounds (1 8-holel9-hole starts) played is down
from 518 million in 2000 to just under 485 million in 2006. According to NGF statistics, the
greatest growth of participation and rounds played during the past six-decades, were between
1990 and 2000. During the 9OYs,rounds grew nationally from 42 1 million in 1990 to the peak of
5 18 million in 2000. Over the past few decades, there have been periods of stagnant growth, but
not as long as the current 8-year stagnation.
It should also be noted that for the past few years, the net growth of golf courses being built in
the United States is at a six-decade low. Currently, there are approximately 16,000 golf facilities
in the country and during the past five years the net growth of golf courses (openings minus
closures) on an annual basis is less than 35. The largest net growth of golf courses in the country
was between 1990 and 2000 (which mirrors the greatest growth of golf rounds played) when the
annual net gain exceeded 250 per year. This growth was fueled by basically two items: 1)
hundreds of residential projects across the country were being developed as golf course
communities in order to sell real estate and 2) NGF's statement that we need to build a golf
course a day for ten years to keep pace with the demand.
Golf experts state that the recent stagnation of the growth of golf can be contributed to
individual's life style, specifically time. RBOC staff has spoken to numerous golfers that play
Brookside, regarding their availability to play golf today versus ten years ago. The consensus is
lack of time, especially on weekdays. It appears that individuals are working more hours now,
than ever before, and as well as other responsibilities, such as family, keep them from playing.
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Brookside Update

Golf experts recognize this issue and have begun addressing it. Golf industry leaders, including
the United States Golf Association, PGA of America, and PGA TOUR, have come together and
developed the GOLF 20120 program. This partnership has resulted in bold new programs to
expand the number of golfers in our nation. With an eye to the future, a dedication to golfs
growth, and a broad base of industry support, GOLF 20120 will help create a solid foundation for
expansion and vitality well into the 21" Century. The mission of GOLF 20120 is to align the
global golf community behind initiatives that address the future of golf in a strategic manner,
with an emphasis on accelerating growth in participation and interest by creating new avenues of
access to the game of golf. It should be noted that one of GOLF 20120 initiatives is The First
Tee and that The First Tee of Pasadena is one of the 203 chapters across the country. The First
Tee facilities introduce golf to youth that have not had the chance to be exposed to the game and
the life-long values associated with the game.
GOLF 20/20 2005 GolfEconomy Report
Even though golf participation is stagnant and rounds have declined, golf revenues are up.
Attached is The 2005 GolfEconomy Report by SRI International, which was commissioned by
GOLF 20120. This Executive Summary describes the U.S. golf industry in the year 2005,
including revenues and economic impact generated, and compares these estimates to the year
2000. As mentioned earlier, golf participation has been stagnant the past few years, but the U.S.
economy is up. It is estimated that the 2005 U.S. golf economy accounted for $76 billion worth
of goods and services in 2005, up from $62 billion in 2000. Also, golf facility operations, alone,
produced $28 billion in 2005, up from $20.5 billion in 2000. The report is promising in lieu of
the stagnation of golf participation. It should also be noted, that according to U.S. Census data,
the $76 billion golf economy is larger than the motion picture and video industries and that
revenues generated from golf facility operations exceed that of all other professional and semiprofessional spectator sports combine. Golf generates more than $3.5 billion annually for
charities across the country.
Brookside Golf Operations continues to flourish
Brookside Golf Club has experienced a decline in rounds, from 2000 to 2005 which has been the
case throughout the country during the same time frame. Even though there has been a decline
in the rounds played at Brookside (6% decrease, 2005 versus 2000), revenues continue to
increase. In 2007, Brookside reported approximately 140,000 rounds played while revenues
were at an all time high. Below is a chart comparing Brookside rounds versus national rounds
from 2000 through 2005.
2000

Brookside
153,141
(36-holes)
National Avg. 36,333
(1 8-holes)

200 1
157,833

2002
160,236

2003
151,471

2004
145,086

2005
144,332

35,610

34,l 18

33,378

33,019

32,666

It should be noted that the decrease in rounds is only reflected during the week. Weekend play is
still in great demand, and players are turned away due to the limited availability of tee times.
Over the past five years, Brookside has done a good job in improving the quality of our product
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which has helped drive revenues. During this same five year period, RBOCICity revenues have
increased from $2,600,000 in 2002, to over $3,100,000 in 2007. This increasc has been achieved
through improving the golf experience at Brookside by investing over $3,000,000 in CIPs on the
courses, improved course maintenance standards, and by increasing percentage rents received
from AGC.
Although Brookside is not immune to the challenges that are facing the golf industry, including
stagnant participation, increasing costs associated with the operations of a golf course,
specifically utilities (water is the single largest expense, other than employee costs) and
competition, Brookside continues to meet each challenge. AGC, which has met and exceeded
the RBOC/City7s expectations that were set in 1986, is profiting much less from the operation of
the two courses, than they did a few years ago, due to rising expenses associated with operating
the facility. AGC has informed staff this is the case at many of the other properties they operate
for municipalities in Los Angeles County. A record number of golf course management
companies have consolidated or gone out of business the past ten years due to rising costs
associated with the operation of golf properties.
The following pages of this report will demonstrate how the CityIRBOC has met Brookside's
challenges in the past and will meet them in the future. Included is the historical operational
summary of Brookside operations as well as the current 10-year Master Plan that will continue to
keep Brookside one of the most financially successful municipal golf facilities in the country.

Brookside's Hbtory
The City of Pasadena (City) opened Brookside Golf Club (C.W. Koiner Course) in 1928. The
second course, E.O.Nay Golf Course, was built in the mid 1940's. Both courses were designed
by famed golf course architect William P. Bell. Over the years, Brookside has been considered
among the finest municipal courses in the Southland. Brookside is proud to have hosted PGA
TOUR events, such as the Pasadena Open in the early 1930's (Ben Hogan's first PGA TOUR
start was in the Pasadena Open) and the 1968 Los Angeles Open. Other events hosted at
Brookside include three LPGA TOUR events in the mid 1960's, as well as the 1974 National
Publinx Championship. Brookside is also home to the 75 year-old Pasadena City Championship,
which is one of the largest Amateur Championships in the Country.
When Brookside opened in 1928, the City maintained and operated the course. The food and
beverage operation, as well as the golf shop operation, were concessioned out to golf
professional and a restaurant operator. In the early 1980's, the City came to the conclusion that
the courses needed substantial capital improvements (CIPs) in order to keep the facility
competitive. Unfortunately, due to various reasons, Brooksidc was operating in the red and the
City had limited funds, if any, to invest in the courses.
Many municipalities were facing similar financial issues with their golf courses in the 1980's.
Municipalities found a solution and that was to have a professional golf management company
operate their golf operations. Pasadena looked at various options and it was determined to have
a golf operator assume day-to-day operations as well as make capital improvements.
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American Golf Corporation (AGC) entered into Agreement Number 12,65 1 with the City for the
exclusive right to operate and maintain the Brookside Golf Courses for a period of ten years,
beginning February 1986, and ending January 1996. The agreement required AGC to invest
$650,000 in CIPs. In the first year of AGC's operation of Brookside, AGC paid the City
$650,000 in rent. The previous year, prior to AGC, the City lost $200,000 on the golf course
operation. In one year, the City saw an $850,000 turn-round. This dramatic turn-around is
attributed to AGC investing $650,000 in CIPs, as well as improved course conditions, improved
customer service and AGC's expertise in marketing.
Six years later, in 1992, the City amended AGC's agreement by extending the term for an
additional ten years to January 2006, with a five-year option, which shall expire on January 3 1,
201 1. AGC exercised its five-year option and currently has approximately three years remaining
on its lease agreement. Subsequently, AGC assumed the food and beverage operation at
Brookside from the Arroyo Seco Food and Beverage Co. (they had been operating the food and
beverage operation at Brookside since 1985) in September 2004, and that agreement shall also
expire on the same date as AGC's golf course agreement in January 201 1. Below are the two
current agreement deal points for AGC's golf course operation and food and beverage operation.
Also included are John Wells Golf Shop (JWGS) operation's current deal points. JWGS has
operated the golf shop for the City/RBOC since 1980, and his agreement expires at the same
time as AGC's two agreements. It should be noted that JWGS has been awarded "Top 100 Golf
Shop in America" for the past 20 plus years. JWGS is one of only two municipal golf shops in
the country that have been given this award for 20 plus years.
American Golf Corporation
Agreement No. 12,651 and Amendments (Golf Operation)
Agreement Summary: Operate and maintain the Brookside Golf Courses
Term of Agreement: February 1986 through January 2006 with a five year option through
January 201 1
Payment: AGC agrees to pay RBOC for the right, license and privilege of operating and
maintaining the Golf Courses, a minimum yearly amount, by minimum monthly payments, or by
a sum of percentages of annual gross receipts, whichever amount is greater.
Minimum Monthly 2007 - $1,300,000 @ $108,333 per month
Payments:
2008 - $1,350,000 @ $1 12,500 per month
(Remafnder of Agreement) 2009 - $1,400,000 @ $1 16,666 per month
201 0 - $1,450,000 @ $120,833 per month
Percentage Rent
40% of golf carts, driving range, tournament fees and other income
Years 2007-201 1 : 30% of green fees
CIP Fund:
10% of green fees to help fund Arroyo Seco CIP
4% of all gross revenues to be set-aside for golf course CIP
Total of Percentage Rent and ClPs $$ Years 2007-201 1 : 42.4% on all gross revenues derived
from all golf course fees.
RBOC Event Parking: AGC is responsible for all direct expenses associated from any paid
parking implemented on the golf courses. RBOC and AGC each receive 50% of gross revenues
generated from the golf courses.
AGC Responsibility: AGC is responsible for all costs associated with operating and maintaining
the golf courses including, but not limited to: personnel, material, supplies, equipment, tools,
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services, supervision and administration. In 1986, AGC was required to invest a minimum of
$650,000 in CIPs on both courses.
RBOC Responsibility: RBOC to assist AGC in securing all permits or licenses in order to
properly perform and fulfill AGC's obligations under the agreement. RBOC staff (Project
Manager) shall be responsible to work with AGC to assure AGC obtains the full cooperation and
assistance of the RBOC subject to the terms of the agreement.
American Golf Corporation
Operating Agreement 12,23 1 and Amendments (Food & Beverage Operation)
Agreement Summary: Operate, manage and maintain the restaurant and refreshment stands.
Term of Agreement: September 2004 through January 201 1
Payment: AGC agrees to pay RBOC for the right, license and privilege of operating and
maintaining the restaurant, a minimum yearly amount, or by a sum of percentages of annual
gross receipts, whichever amount is greater.
Minimum Annual Payments 2007-2011: $425,000 annually.
Percentage Rent Years 2007-201 1 :
12 !4 % of gross receipts from restauranthefreshment stands on non-Rose Bowl Event days.
15% of gross receipts from restaurantlrefreshment stands on UCLA game days.
20% of gross receipts from restaurantlrefreshment stands on Rose Bowl Garnernational
Championship Game Days.
CIP Fund: No CIP Fund
AGC Responsibility: AGC is responsible for all costs associated with operating and maintaining
the Clubhouse (excluding Golf Shop) and refreshment stands. AGC shall pay for all utilities,
building maintenance, maintenance of clubhouse grounds, and maintenance of equipment and
furnishings, excluding the RBOC responsibilities.
RBOC Responsibility: RBOC shall maintain the outside of the Clubhouse and roof, and shall
repair and maintain major plumbing and HVAC system, veranda and patios, exclusive of
furniture. RBOC shall pay for all utilities associated with the operation of the HVAC system.
RBOC shall pay for water. AGC to pay RBOC $1,000 monthly for Clubhouse landscape
maintenance.
John R. Wells, Inc.
Agreement No. 12,603 and Amendments (Golf Shop Operation)
Agreement Summary: Operate and maintain Brookside Golf Shop and to provide instructional
services.
Term of Agreement: February 1985 through January 201 1
Payment: JWGS agrees to pay RBOC for the right, license and privilege of operating and
maintaining the Golf Shop, 5% of all gross receipts, with no minimum annual payment.
Percentage Rent Years 2007-2010: 5% of all gross receipts, excluding instructional services
and rentals.
JWGS Responsibility: JWGS is responsible for all costs associated with operating and
maintaining the golf shop including, but not limited to: personnel, material, supplies, equipment,
tools, services, supervision and administration.
RBOC Responsibility: RBOC shall maintain the outside of the Clubhouse and roof, and
shall repair and maintain the plumbing and HVAC system, veranda and patios, exclusive of
furniture.
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Over the past twenty-two years AGC, which is one of the oldest and by far largest golf course
operator in the country, has done a tremendous job in operating the courses at Brookside. Not
only have revenues increased dramatically, the golf experience has greatly improved.
Concurrently, since assuming the restaurant lease in 2004, AGC has greatly improved the food
and beverage operations as well as increased revenues. It is anticipated that in FY 2008, AGC
will pay the RBOC and City over $3,000,000 in rent and capital improvement revenues from the
golf courses and food and beverage operations at Brookside. It should be noted that in 1985, the
last year the City operated Brookside, the courses operated Brookside at a loss of approximately
$200,000 annually. It is anticipated that by the end of AGC's agreement in 201 1, AGC will have
paid the City and RBOC in excess of $40,000,000 for the rights to operate the Brookside Golf
Courses. In addition, the CityIRBOC will have received another $10,000,000 from the food and
beverage and golf shop concessions. Staff has been told by golf industry experts that Brookside
is one of the most financially successful municipal golf operations in the country. Below is a
chart showing RBOC rent and capital improvement revenues received from the operations at
Brookside over the past 23 years:
Year
Golf Operations
Food & Beverage
Golf Shop
1985 City Operated
($-200.000)
$185,000
$ 52,000
1986 AGC Operated
$ 665,000
$189,000
$ 60,000
1987
$ 778,000
$ 67,000
$208,000
1988
$ 799,000
$2 19,000
$ 77,000
1989
$ 883,000
$227,000
$ 78,000
1990
$ 82,000
$1,008,000
$245,000
1991
$1,153,000
$258,000
$ 83,000
1992
$ 954,000
$33 1,000
$ 91,000
1993
$1,529,000
$309,000
$100,000
1994
$1,356,000
$32 1,000
$1 11,000
1995
$1,586,000
$ 99,000
$270,000
1996
$1,64 1,000
$270,000
$1 08,000
1997
$1,889,000
$306,000
$1 11,000
1998
$2,001,000
$306,000
$103,000
1999
$2,099,000
$362,000
$1 1 0,000
2000
$2,07 1,000
$392,000
$105,000
200 1
$2,117,000
$375,000
$125,000
2002
$2,088,000
$39 1,000
$120,000
2003
$1,974,000
$375,000
$120,000
2004
$2,049,000
$375,000
$120,000
2005
$2,2 1 6,000
$ 95,000
$400,000
2006
$2,552,000
$400,000
$ 9 1,000
2007
$2,586,000
$425,000
$ 9 1,000
1986-2007
$35,994,000
$6,954,000
$2,147,000
AGC has approached staff regarding renewing its agreements with the RBOC. Although AGC's
agreements will not expire for another 33 months, staff has begun discussions with AGC on
possible extensions of agreements. During staffs discussions with AGC, staff is analyzing other
municipal golf management agreements around the country in order to ensure that the RBOC is
maximizing its revenues and operations at Brookside. Because the Golf Shop agreement with
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John Wells, Inc. expires at the same time as AGC's agreements, staff is analyzing this contract as
well.
As mentioned earlier in the report, AGC is the largest golf operator in the country, with over 175
golf facilities nationwide. Many of AGC's properties are on a lease basis, where they pay the
landlord a percentage of revenues as well and cover all expenses. Other AGC properties are on a
management contract, where the landlord pays all the expenses as well as pay AGC a
management fee. The CityIRBOC has a lease agreement with AGC. AGC pays the CityIRBOC
42.4% on golf revenues and 12.5% on food and beverage revenues. These percentages are
among the highest Percentage Rents in the golf industry. The CityIRBOC has been very pleased
with this lease agreement, as we assume minimum risk with such a high industry return. Staff
believes that it is in the best interest of the golf courses, the RBOC and the City to continue
negotiations with AGC to extend the agreement because AGC:
1) is headquartered locally,
2) is the largest and most financially sound golf course operator in the country, and
3) for over twenty years has been a strong financial partner to the CityJRBOC.

Because of the challenges the golf industry faces today, the majority of golf course operators are
operating courses on a management basis only and are unlikely to assume the risk of operating
courses that they do not own.
Due to the financial success of Brookside, the golf facility played a key factor in funding past
improvements at the Rose Bowl and will play a major role in the upcoming Rose Bowl Strategic
Plan. Staff believes when the Strategic Plan has been approved, Brookside will be a substantial,
if not the largest, financial component of the Plan
Brookside Master Plan

In 1999, the RBOC ratified and approved American Golf Corporation's (AGC) selection of John
Harbottle I11 to perform architectural services for purposes of formulating a vision and plan for
necessary restorations, capital improvements and upgrades (Master Plan) to the Brookside Golf
Course. In 2001, the RBOC received an update on the Master Plan and directed staff to
complete the Plan and to identify potential costs and funding sources. Staff and Mr. Harbottle
completed a draft of the Master Plan in 2002, as well as costs associated with the renovation,
along with current and future funding sources to complete the pro-ject. In December 2002, both
the RBOC and the City Council approved the Brookside Golf Club Master Plan. The intention
of the Master Plan was to not only improve the golfer's experience, but also keep Brooksidc
con~petitivein today's golf market.
The Master Plan consists of a series of golf course improvements which develop course
character, conditioning, strategy and playability. The Master Plan does not develop a new
character at Brookside, but rather enhances the "classical character" which already exists. The
Master Plan is a resource guide to future improvements to the courses and ensures all changes
are well-thought out and in the overall best interests of the RBOC, golfers and surrounding
community.
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The goals of the Master Plan are to: 1) create an environment for optimum course conditioning,
2) enhance the classical strategy and character of the courses, 3) keep the courses enjoyable for
the novice player, yet challenging to the experienced player without slowing playing conditions,
and 4) improve current circulation through the course on Rose Bowl event days.
Below is the Master Plan Renovation Timeline and budget. The Master Plan budget is
$8,065,000 over an eleven year period. Staff was cautious on recommending completing the
Master Plan in a shorter time, for fear of impacting golf course revenues. It should be noted that
only golf course revenues, not already earmarked for the Rose Bowl, are used for Brookside
improvements.

BROOKSIDE MASTER PLAN
PROJECT YEAR
FYE 2003

SCOPE OF WORK
BUDGET
New Central & Field Satellites
$1,675,000
Replace Mainline & Laterals
North of Washington, Wiring, Heads
and Irrigation Design Management

STATUS
Complete

FYE 2004
FYE 2005
FYE 2006
FYE 2008
FYE 2009
FYE 201 0
FYE 201 1
January 31,2011
Feb. 201 1
Dec. 21 13

Renovate Practice Facility
$ 180,000
$ 435,000
Renovate Tees Course #2
Renovate Tees Course #I
$ 535,000
Renovate Fairway Bunkers
$ 540,000
RenovateIRe-turf Fairways
$ 560,000
RenovateIRe-turf Fairways
$ 590,000
RenovateIRe-turf Fairways
$ 620,000
AGC & John Wells contracts expire
Renovate (36) Green Complexes
$2,600,000
Tree Maintenance
$ 260,000
$ 70,000
Develop Short Game Facility
$8,065,000

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Under review

Total

Funding for all projects through FYE 201 1 is as follows:
Source
1) AGC Settlement
2) $1 Green Fee Set Aside Fund 1998-2003
3) RBOC Retained Earnings
4) RBOC 12% Rent from Concessionaires 2004-201 1
5) CALFED Grant
6) 4% Golf Fee Set Aside Fund 2004-201 1
7) 10% Set Aside of Green Fees for Arroyo Seco CIP

Total

"
"

' 6

cL

Amount
$ 552,000
$ 860,000
$ 338,000
$1,780,000
$ 90,000
$1,680,000
$ 275,000

$5,575,000

The cost to complete the projects from 2003, through 201 1 , is $5,135,000. Sufficient funds will
be made available to fund these projects. The additional $2,490,000 that is needed to complete
the remaining Master Plan from February 201 1, through December 2013, is expected to be
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obtained from the Golf Course Operator who is awarded a new lease to operate Brookside in
201 1 .
Staff is pleased to say that the five projects, from FYE 2003, through FYE 2008, have been
completed on time and within budget. In addition, the golfing public has been very pleased and
receptive to the improvements to-date. It should also be noted, during this renovation period,
revenues have increased dramatically, partially due to the improvements to the courses. In
contrast, during this time period, the revenues at the majority of municipal golf courses in Los
Angeles County have remained flat.

Proposed Master Plan Revision
Since the approval of the Brookside Master Plan in 2002 by the RBOC and City Council, the use
of potable (drinking) water for use as irrigation has become an issue. Irrigation water is crucial
in the maintenance of turf and landscape of a golf course. Not only has the cost of potable
irrigation water increased significantly over the past five years, but its availability has been
reduced significantly. Recently, due to the current draught conditions, City Council has
approved a voluntary 10% reduction of the use of potable water for all users in Pasadena. Staff
is fearful that in the future, potable water for use as irrigation could be limited or even eliminated
due to the water crisis in California.
Staff is currently working with the City in finding alternative water sources for irrigation.
Included is the feasibility of the use of reclaimed water as well as tunnel water. Tunnel water is
the water that flows from the surrounding hills into the flood control channel. Staff is looking at
ways to capture this water and use it for irrigation and filling the lakes on the golf courses.
Because of the possibility of a potable water shortage for irrigation in the future, staff is revising
the Brookside Master Plan, which centers on a water conservation plan. Included in the revision
is the feasibility use of an alternative water source (reclaimed and tunnel water) to irrigate the
courses, the possibility of reducing irrigated turf, as well as the feasibility of using a draught
tolerant grass that can be irrigated with reclaimed water. One project that we are recommending
to delay implementation is the re-turfing of 36 fairways, as the water conservation plan may
effect how we re-turf the fairways.
Staff would like to revise the current master plan to incorporate a water conservation plan which
would include the possible use of an alternative water source for irrigation. Staff would like to
present a revised Brookside Master Plan in the summer of 2008.

FISCAL IMPACT:
For calendar year 1986, AGC paid the City approximately $665,000 in rent and capital
improvement revenues from the operation of Brookside. Twenty-one years later, for FY 2007,
AGC paid the City/RBOC approximately $3,000,000 in rent and capital improvement revenues
from Brookside's golflfood & beverage operations. It is anticipated that from February 1986,
through January 201 1, AGC shall pay the CitylRBOC over $40,000,000 in rent and capital
improvement revenues for the right to operate Brookside's golflfood & beverage operations. It
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should be noted that the City/RBOC will have received an additional $10,000,000 in rent
revenues from the food and beverage and golf shop agreements during this time period.
'I'he cost to complete Brookside's 11-year Master Plan is $8,065,000.
Revenues to fund this project are as follows:
Source
Amount
I ) AGC Settlement
$ 552,000
2) $1 Green Fee Set Aside Fund 1998-2003
$ 860,000
3) RBOC Retained Earnings
$ 338,000
4) RBOC 12% Rent from Concessionaires 2004-201 1
$1,780,000
5) CALFED Grant
$ 90,000
$1,680,000
6) 4% Golf Fee Set Aside Fund 2004-201 1
$ 275,000
7) 10% Set Aside of Green Fees for Arroyo Seco CIP
$2,490,000
8) Golf Course Operator Contribution for New Lease

Total

$8,065,000
$3,365,000

Projects completed to-date (FYE 2003-FYE 2008)
Projects to be completed as part of current Master Plan
A) Renovate (36) Green Complexes
B) Fairway Re-turfing (under review)
C) Tree Maintenance
D) Develop Short Game Facility
E) Water Conservation Plan

$2,600,000
$1,770,000
$ 260,000
$ 70,000
TBD
$4,700.000

" +--

Respectfully submitted,

pj!
4'

o i l l i a m E. Thomson, President
Rose Bowl Operating Company

